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DUTCH MPS: EU SANCTIONS SHOULD BEAR MAGNITSKY NAME

- 22.05.2019

EU Observer (22 May 2019)

The Dutch government must "make every effort" that new EU sanctions on human rights abusers 
will be named after Sergei Magnitsky, a late Russian activist, Dutch MPs have said. 

The government must also "ensure that large-scale corruption ... falls within this sanctions law", 
the MPs said in a binding resolution passed by 83 votes to 67 on Tuesday (22 May). 

The instructions come amid talks by member states' diplomats in Brussels on what has been 
provisionally named an "EU global human rights regime". 

The new measures are to impose targeted visa bans and asset freezes on individual human-rights 
abusers worldwide. 

The Dutch have informal ownership of the scheme because they introduced the original proposal 
in the EU Council in December. 

The measures were inspired by so-called 'Magnitsky Acts' in the US and Canada and in Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, and the UK. 

They were named after Sergei Magnitsky, a Russian activist, who exposed a tax fraud by corrupt 
officials and mobsters with links to the Kremlin and who died in prison. 

The Dutch dropped his name in favour of the more neutral title of a "global regime" so that Russia-
friendly EU governments, such as those in Hungary or Italy, did not veto it to save Moscow's face. 

But they should put it back because Magnitsky's name would make the EU measures a beacon of 
support for other activists, according to Sjoerd Sjoerdsma, the Dutch MP who drafted Tuesday's 
resolution in The Hague. 

Magnitsky's "ultimate sacrifice" for rule of law "resonated with victims of human rights abuse in 
every corner of the globe," Sjoerdsma told EUobserver.

"The Dutch initiative has full backing by the UK, Germany, and France and it seems that all 
member states except for Hungary are on board," he said. 

"Will the Hungarians really vote against human rights legislation because of the name? They know 
there will be a steep price to pay if they do," he added. 

The measures should cover corruption because seizures of ill-gotten gains kept in European banks 



would act as a deterrent, he also said as EU diplomats fine-tuned details of its legal scope.

"Targeting those abusers' money abroad and their travel is one of the most effective ways of 
creating consequences," for their crimes, Sjoerdsma said.

Neither Hungary nor Italy have so far voiced grave objections to the scheme, an EU source told 
this website.

But Hungary, which has a track record of unilateral EU vetoes, has questioned whether Europe 
needed the new sanctions regime and might make trouble in the final stages of negotiations, the 
source said. 

"That's when France and Germany might have to do some heavy lifting in order to make sure it 
gets through," the EU source added, echoing Sjoerdsma's words on pressuring Budapest with a 
"steep price". 

No matter what happens in Brussels, parliaments in Nordic countries have also held talks on 
national 'Magnitsky Acts' after dirty money from the Russian fraud was laundered in the region's 
top banks. 

And German MPs will hold a similar debate in the Bundestag's human rights committee in 
September, according to Norbert Roettgen, a senior deputy from the ruling centre-right Christian 
Democratic Union party.

"It is fundamentally correct and desirable to have such a law," he told German daily Der 
Tagesspiegel earlier this week. 

The human rights committee chairman, liberal MP Gyde Jensen, added that "Germany should ... 
make a mark against the impunity of human rights violations".

The EU-level sanctions were "a very positive development", but they ought to be "flanked by 
measures in Germany", Manuel Sarrazin, a Green MP, said.
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